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Power X-Change: Einhell presents  
first Cordless Table Saw 

 
Landau an der Isar, January 27, 2021 – Cordless tool and gardening equipment 
manufacturer Einhell has expanded its range of Power X-Change cordless tools and added 
the first cordless table saw for flexible wood working. With two 18 V (= 36 V) rechargeable 
battery packs, this unit is ideal for both small hobby workshops and mobile tasks.  
 

Flexible and always ready for action 
 
A table saw is one of the most important tools in wood working, where it is used to cut 
pieces of hardwood and softwood to the required size for further processing. With the first 
cordless table saw in the Power X-Change cordless range, Einhell Germany AG now offers 
DIY workers unrivaled freedom of movement and allows them to work independently of 
where the nearest power supply is. Another advantage: All of the rechargeable battery 
packs are compatible across the entire battery platform of Einhell, which means they can 
currently be used in over 200 devices. No other supplier of tools and gardening equipment 
can beat this level of flexibility. 
 
To optimize its use, the new Cordless Table Saw TE-TS 36/210 Li is equipped with a high-
quality 210 mm carbide saw blade that has been specially designed for cordless saws. 
With an idling speed of 3,800 rpm, this powerful table saw is quickly and easily ready for 
use. Two 18 V Power X-Change batteries (recommended: at least 2.5 Ah) are combined 
using the power of twin-pack technology to deliver up to 2800 W.  
 

Perfect equipment for a clean cut  
  
The Cordless Table Saw TE-TS 36/210 Li is equipped with an angled stop that enables 
precise miter cuts from -60 to +60 degrees. Thanks to the sturdy and double-mounted 
parallel stop, consistent lengthways cuts are also no problem. This is particularly helpful 
for users who need to cut lots of small pieces of wood but don’t want to have to measure 
up again every time.  
 
The sturdy aluminum table is lightweight, torsion-resistant, and offers a smooth and easy 
sliding surface for the wood to move over. The size of the table can be increased flexibly 
by pulling out the width extension to make it easy to process workpieces of different sizes. 
This increases the right-hand cutting capacity to a maximum of 625 mm. 
 
The saw blade is height-adjustable and can also be freely tilted to up to 45 degrees for 
miter cuts. The maximum cutting height is 70 mm at 90 degrees and 45 mm at 45 degrees. 
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The soft start function protects the motor and the gearing against damage. The extraction 
connections found on the housing and on the saw blade guard can be used to keep the 
working area clean and dust-free. Einhell offers matching wet and dry vacuum cleaners for 
this in its range of cleaning tools so that wood chips and sawdust can be reliably removed 
when cutting the workpiece. 
 
For more information about the Cordless Table Saw TE-TS 36/210 Li please visit: 
https://www.einhell.de/shop/en-de/te-ts-36-210-li-solo.html?___from_store=en-de  
RRP in Germany: € 279.95 

 

About Einhell Germany AG 

Einhell is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art tools and equipment for the house and garden. From its 

headquarters in Landau/Isar (Bavaria), the internationally successful company has continuously expanded 

its innovative rechargeable battery platform Power X-Change and is now the market leader in the area of 

cordless tools and garden equipment. For many years Einhell has set new standards in terms of endurance, 

performance, and safety. Einhell customers appreciate the freedom of cordless operation for all their DIY 

projects, as well as the excellent value for money that Einhell products represent and the first-class customer 

service offered by the company. 

 

 


